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LightWave 11.6  represents the beginning of a new era of 

innovation and focus on user workflow for all LightWave 

artists. From film and broadcast visual effects production, 

to motion graphics, design, architectural visualization, print, 

and game design, LightWave 11.6 is an award winning all-

in-one, out of the box 3D solution. 

S e e  u s  a t  S I G G R A P H  2 0 1 3  Booth  #303 , Ju l y  2 3 - 2 5 , 2 0 1 3 .

www.lightwave3d.com

V F X  &  A N I M A T I O N   W I T H   A  P R  O V E N  A W A R D - W I N N I N G  T R A C K  R E C O R D

New LightWave 11.6 Features: 

•   3D Printing Export - STL, PLY, and VRML with surface color data.

•   Raycast Node - Casts rays to make your objects aware of their surroundings.

•   Compound Nodes - Groups complex node flows within one node.

•   Spline Control - A native spline deformation, path, and spline IK solution.

•   CgFX shaders -  Enhanced OpenGL real-time display and Normal Maps.

•   And many more new enhancements....

FREE
11.0.3+

NOW DONGLE
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newTek Founder’s 
vision

This has been my vision for decades—it guides NewTek’s 

growth and profoundly influences the products we create for 

you. Today, with the worldwide reach of the Internet and the 

massive capabilities of social media, we are closer than ever 

before to seeing this vision become reality. 

At NewTek, our products support and influence this global and 

cultural transformation—empowering individuals with tools 

for creativity is in our DNA. From our groundbreaking TriCaster 

live-production and streaming products to our powerhouse 

LightWave 3D design and visual effects software, we deliver 

tools that allow users to share their ideas with the world.  It is 

extremely gratifying to see the amazing imagery and content 

that our customers create each and every day with NewTek 

solutions and I look forward to all the amazing work that is 

yet to come. 

We hope you enjoy this issue of LightWave 3D Magazine and 

find the many stories and tutorials useful tools that help you 

share your ideas with the world.

Tim Jenison
NewTek Founder 

In the future,  
the shows you watch 
wil l be created by you 
or someone you know.” 

“
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The LightWave Limited Edition 

series of collectible t-shirts is 

expanding. The second in the 

series of  limited-edition tees will 

be unveiled at SIGGRAPH 2013 

in Anaheim. Get yours today 

from the LightWave 3D store 

before they’re gone forever. And 

remember, no wire hangers. 

No Wire Hangers.

www.lightwave3d.com/buy

new world, new rules

new World,  
new rules 

Rob Powers,
President 

NewTek LightWave 3D Group

Welcome to the SIGGRAPH 2013 edition of 

the LightWave Magazine.  We have included 

some fantastic exclusive LightWave content 

in the pages of the magazine this year, 

including several behind the scenes inter-

views, LightWave tutorials, and overviews 

of our upcoming release of LightWave 

11.6. We are especially excited to reveal 

Chronosculpt software, the newest product 

from the LightWave 3D Group. 

ChronoSculpt allows you to sculpt on char-

acter animation cache files and introduces 

a breakthrough time-saving way to sculpt 

and correct rigid-body and soft-body (cloth) 

simulation cache files.  With integrated sup-

port for LWO and OBJ geometry files and 

LightWave MDD and Autodesk Geometry 

Cache files, the powerful new tools in 

ChronoSculpt can easily be integrated into 

any pipeline for use with all major 3D soft-

ware packages.  We’re pretty sure that once 

you try ChronoSculpt, you will wonder how 

you ever lived without it.  

If you’re a sci-fi fan (like me), you’ve 

undoubtedly seen the hit new Syfy chan-

nel series Defiance that is produced at 

NBCUniversal.  The stunning LightWave-

generated effects in Defiance are led by 

Visual Effects Supervisor Gary Hutzel work-

ing with the award-winning Visual Effects 

artist Doug Drexler and a team of many bril-

liant and talented artists—many of whom 

blew us away last year with the release of 

the highly anticipated BattleStar Galactica: 

Blood and Chrome.  Get a behind-the-scenes 

look at how LightWave fits into the pipe-

line at Defiance to help  artists meet tight 

deadlines without blowing the CG budget  

(See “The Jedi Knights of Defiance,” p. 18).

The mantra for Defiance: “New World, New 

Rules,” is one the team at the LightWave 

3D Group, a Division of NewTek, Inc., has 

embraced wholeheartedly. We continue to 

deliver new features in LightWave and 

bring entirely new products to market that 

are designed to bring “new world” change 

for 3D artists. 

Part of the new world change many artists 

are facing is the reality of a shifting world-

wide economy that is adversely affecting 

production budgets and deadlines. 3D art-

ists are expected to do more CG in less 

time and still make it look amazing. For 

decades, studios sought to emulate the 

large, complex, and expensive pipelines of 

mega-studios like ILM or WETA Digital—

but those ideals are beginning to unravel.  

While those iconic studios produce amaz-

ing work, utilizing teams that can number 

into the thousands, the majority of 3D CGI 

studios in the world consist of 40 people 

or less and do not have the resources or 

budgets to maintain and customize goliath 

proprietary-enhanced pipelines. Over the 

last two years the list of mid-sized to small 

studios that have collapsed attempting to 

implement this type of custom studio pipe-

line without proper resources, like teams 

of technical directors or shader writers, is 

too long to mention. Ultimately the bottom 

line is to make as much profit as possible 

on the projects they work on.  If a 3D CGI 

pipeline is too complex, studios have to add 

more staff, proprietary tools, and additional 

software to implement, maintain, and ulti-

mately get the job done.

Enter LightWave 3D. LightWave is per-

fect for studios of all sizes—studios that 

need a production-proven tool capable of 

producing top-quality visuals—without the 

complexity and added expense other 3D 

solutions can require.  As you may know, 

LightWave is full featured and includes 

powerful tools for modeling, texturing, rig-

ging, effects, animation, and interchange as 

well as an award-winning fully integrated 

renderer. The exact same renderer used to 

create the final images for many of your 

favorite films and television shows—from 

Babylon 5 to Defiance and beyond.

We invite you to visit lightwave3d.com and 

download the 30-day full feature version of 

LightWave 3D software to see for yourself 

why LightWave is the tool studios and 

artists worldwide rely upon to get the job 

done. At NewTek, we thrive on individual 

creative expression and our products are 

designed to empower you to share vison 

with the world.  Join the rebellion!
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Learn about the new features for animation, support for CgFX shaders, 3D printing and more

WhaT’s neW in 
LIghTWAve 11.6

By Ben Vost

LightWave 11.5 was released 

earlier this year to universal 

acclaim among the 3D community. 

At SIGGRAPH 2013, we unveil the 

new features of LightWave 11.6, 

which is another free update to 

LightWave 11. 

In this forthcoming update, 

the LightWave 3D Group 

has increased functionality 

in LightWave 11 by further  

fine-tuning existing features, 

introducing new ways to animate, 

along with support for NVIDIA 

CgFX shaders for OpenGL, 

Compound nodes, and more. 
This project was previously modeled in LightWave  
by Shaun Lee Bishop of Nemesis CGI. We rendered  
the model in LightWave 11.6 with beautiful results. 
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This image shows a fairly complex node network using Denis 
Pontonnier’s excellent Node Image Filter plug-in (available 
from: http://bit.ly/14tLzGc).

whaT’s new in lighTwave 11.6

animaTe  
in neW Ways
Two new ways of animating in LightWave 11.6 

include the addition of a RayCast Motion node and  

Spline Control.

If you are familiar with the way Path Animation Wind is 

set up, you will understand Spline Control. Nulls (or other 

objects) act as the nodes in your spline; and splines can 

be used to control anything from squid tentacles, whips 

or tails to tank treads or escalators (see the LightWave 

11.6 escalator tutorial from Jennifer Hachigian on  

page 44 for an in-depth look at this new feature). 

Splines can be open or closed with additional control 

implemented through hierarchies of node objects and 

proxy controls, providing a very complete system that is 

limited only by the user’s imagination. Individual nodes 

in the spline can be animated or parented to proxies 

that can be scaled, rotated and moved to apply a larger 

motion to a range of nodes.

The Raycast Motion node uses raycasting technology, 

which LightWave has always used for rendering images, 

to trace a path from one object to another and 

essentially “glue” them together. If, for example, you 

animate a car  that is floating four feet above the surface 

while driving over a hilly terrain, Raycast Motion will 

adjust the car accordingly as it moves over the hills until 

it reaches an end point—you don’t have to key to adjust 

it moving along the path. 

This image was created in LightWave 11.6 without post processing. 

Another new animation feature is the Compound node, which 
allows you to simplify complex networks down to a single node, 
with optional inputs for further customization of the network 
after it is compounded.

Bring On 3d PrinTing
The LightWave 11.6 Modeler now includes new import and 
export options to support the most popular file formats for 3D 
printing—STL and PLY. These files can be loaded just like any 
other file format LightWave supports with full control of the 
export format used, whether in ASCII or binary, the up direction, 
and which units to use for the export. It also supports the 
VRML format for full-color 3D printing and can be used from 
Layout so an object can be posed for animation or deformed  
using displacement.

game On WiTh 
CgFX shaders
CgFX shaders from NVIDIA  are commonly used in games 
pipelines for programming vertex and pixel shaders. Cg is 

based on the C programming language but adapted to make it 
more suitable for programming GPUs and compiling for OpenGL 
shader programs. This is an OpenGL function and has no bearing 
on rendering, either with F9, F10 or VPR. Instead, it’s purpose is to 
make an OpenGL view more representative of an object’s final look, 
as well as for exporting to game engines like Unity, where CgFX 
shaders can be directly used. In LightWave, these shaders are used 
on a per-surface basis in the Shader tab.

and There’s mOre
LightWave 11.6 brings many 
other new additions to the 
features list, beginning with 
an updated Color Picker that 
allows color picking from the 
screen or an image. It also 
offers Kelvin; Wavelength and 
Web color definitions, can keep 
libraries of the colors you use, 
and import and export DPX 
(Digital Picture Exchange) files 
directly. DPX is an ANSI/SMPTE 
standard and a common file 

format for visual effects work around the world—LightWave 11.6 
supports all the bit depths commonly associated with the file and 
LUTs in CSP, 3DL or CUBE formats.

Anti-aliased Matte buffers are now also available in the Compositing 
Buffer Export Image Filter. These are on a per-object basis and 
provide anti-aliasing for objects in a scene rather than using the 
depth buffer, which should not be anti-aliased

Viewport Preview Render (VPR) gets a speed boost by working in 
local coordinates, rather than global, which means that object KD 
trees do not need rebuilding when an object moves and NVIDIA 
graphics cards will be able to display stereoscopic images directly 
using the NVIDIA 3D engine.

For  LightWave artists who work with LScripts and want to get 
into Python but are dismayed by the complexity of importing SDK 
sections and so on, the Python Reduced Integration Set (PRIS) 
module in LightWave 11.6 automates the learning curve. Instead 
of coding the idea you want to automate the PRIS mixes the 
immediacy of LScript with the flexibility of Python to achieve the 
results you want.

Ben Vost is the documentation lead for the LightWave 3D Group, a 
Division of NewTek Inc. and a LightWave instructor living in France. 

whaT’s new in lighTwave 11.6

With Spline Control, sizing, rotating or moving 
the four blue cubes in-between the tentacles 
will give them a very natural animation.

Spline Control, bone chain, morph, instancing and 
raycast geometry all working together courtesy of 
Dave Tracey. Deforming trapezoids raycast onto the 
terrain control the orientation of each car instance 
to easily get each wheel on the ground with a bone 
chain to control the deformation. However, the cars 
are just rigid without suspension or fancy rigging—
ideal for background or mid-ground cars on roads. 

The new Color Picker in LightWave 11.6.

The same node network inside a Compound node—some sections
are external to the compound for ease of customization.
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Time sCulPTing  
WiTh ChRonoSCULPT

By staff

NewTek has a long list of industry innovations 

to tout and the list continues to grow. Not only 

was NewTek the first company to add HDRI 

rendering to a commercially available renderer, 

it also added a polygonal-based Sub-D Modeler 

to LightWave nearly a decade earlier than any 

other 3D software program. It also introduced 

MDD, the industry’s first commercially available 

geometry animation cache format, which 

has been widely adopted for geometry and 

animation interchange between software 

programs like LightWave 3D, Maya, and Houdini. 

MDD was also the native cache solution in 

Softimage XSI. These types of proprietary 

geometry cache formats also form the basis for 

many high-end animation pipelines in studios 

such as Disney Feature Animation, where cache 

is used to move animation and geometry data 

from one department to another.
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Over the last 10 years, the emergence of 3D sculpting 

tools in products like Pixologic’s ZBrush, 3DCoat, and 

Autodesk Mudbox have introduced sculpting tools that 

offer more interactive ways for modelers, texture artists, 

and designers to manipulate and perfect their CGI content. 

These types of sculpting tools raise the bar for 3D 

modeling across the board.

enTer The  
FOurTh dimensiOn
Imagine for a moment the potential power of blending 

geometry animation cache technology with sculpting tools 

to add an entirely new dimension to sculpting – the fourth 

dimension of time. ChronoSculpt, a new sculpting program 

from the LightWave 3D Group, introduces the concept of 

Time Sculpting. It provides a streamlined timeline-based 

workspace with focused sculpting and manipulation tools 

that allow you to sculpt and manipulate deformations or 

character cache animations over time. 

ChronoSculpt also offers the ability to load a soft body 

dynamics cache animation and use the program’s Sculpt 

tools to instantly remove or correct simulation errors from 

any software package. If, for example, you have a character 

with a long flowing dress that has been simulated in 

LightWave or any other major 3D package, you can load 

the geometry files into ChronoSculpt as either LWO or OBJ 

object files and import the cache as an MDD , Alembic, or 

Autodesk Geometry Cache. 

Then, if there is a spot in the simulation where the dress 

penetrates the knee, you can use the Dragnet tool in 

ChronoSculpt to correct the penetration error over time—

easing in and easing out over a range of frames. After you 

are satisfied with the result, simply save out the new cache 

file as an MDD, Alembic, or Autodesk Geometry Cache and 

the problem is easily solved. ChronoSculpt is a huge leap 

forward in sculpting and working with geometry cache 

animation and dynamic simulation. 

ChronoSculpt also works well for correcting many of the 

errors encountered in rigid-body simulation from major 

3D packages capable of exporting to MDD or Geo Cache. 

One example of a possible error is when a rigid object 

hits the floor and continues to jitter after it is supposed 

to come to complete rest. In ChronoSculpt, you can easily 

remove the jitter by selecting the frame and using the Pin 

Brush feature to “paint out” the jitter. The end result is  

a rock-solid simulation that didn’t require any 

adjustments to the complex scene setting in your native  

simulation package.

Another useful example of how ChronoSculpt can save you 

a tremendous amount of time: correcting a simulation of 

a glass window shattering. For instance, the director loves 

the entire simulation except for one shot where a piece of 

glass looks strange. You could re-simulate the rigid-body 

dynamics on the glass but making that adjustment could 

change the motion of all of the other glass pieces that 

the director liked—and after all, the only thing he wanted 

to do was  get rid of that one troublesome piece of glass.  

With the ChronoSculpt manipulation tool you can quickly 

select the exact piece of glass you want to remove from 

the simulation, move it out of the shot, and resave your 

simulation cache file.  

ChronoSculpt revolutionizes the sculpting of animated 

geometry cache files and simulations—saving artists hours 

of potentially frustrating simulation work to get shots 

finalized, approved and out the door.

ChronoSculpt is priced at $399 and is 

available at www.lightwave3d.com/buy.

inTroduCing ChronosCulpT inTroduCing ChronosCulpT 016
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LightWave helps Defiance CG artists create 
everything from virtual environments to 
hellbugs for the popular Syfy channel series.

In a darkened studio on the Universal lot, a small, 

tight knit group of CG artists created 1,100 visual 

effects scenes—including 3D creatures, exotic flora, 

and virtual environments—for the first season of the 

Syfy series Defiance. 

If you factor in all the 2D effects—like glowing 

weapons and muzzle flashes and the routine 

cleanup and fixes customary of sci-fi CG effects—

the workload swells to 1,500 effects. And this 

volume doesn’t reflect the many iterations and 

modifications they made to the 3D creatures and 

visual effects following reviews.

With their finely honed LightWave skills, the CG 

artists joke that they’re like Jedi Knights practicing 

an obscure religion and wielding 3D tools with 

mysterious powers. Using LightWave 3D, these CG 

artists moved virtual heaven and earth to create the 

new world of Defiance. These visual effects needed 

to support an intricate storyline in a way that would 

seem credible to even the savviest sci-fi viewer. 

“The visual effects challenge on Defiance is to 

transport viewers to an imaginary, hybrid place that 

juxtaposes life on Earth with a strange, bizarre new 

world,” said Gary Hutzel, visual effects supervisor 

for Defiance, which aired Monday nights at 9pm 

ET/PT on the Syfy Network. Syfy is part of the 

NBCUniversal group in Los Angeles. The show is 

produced by Universal Cable Productions, another 

NBCUniversal company. “To successfully immerse 

viewers in Defiance, our virtual environments needed 

to support the imaginative plot by strategically 

employing extremely credible effects.”

Alien CreAtures 
And Heroes to 
Hellbugs And 
skitterlings
Since Defiance is essentially located overtop of 

what was once St. Louis, Mo. the cityscape is dotted 

with recognizable St. Louis skyscrapers and other 

vestiges of modern life. 

But the Defiance locale also has an infusion of Votanis 

alien cultures and technology. Viewers quickly become 

acquainted with the many mutant life forms—such 

as sabre wolves and hellbugs—that spawned after 

disgruntled Votans deliberately detonated their 

LightWave helps Defiance CG artists create everything 
from virtual environments to hellbugs for the popular 
Syfy channel series.
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“ With their f inely honed LightWave skil ls, the CG artists joke 
that they’re like Jedi Knights practicing an obscure religion 

and wielding 3D tools with mysterious powers.”

tHe Jedi knigHts of

defianCe feaTure sTorydefianCe feaTure sTory

By C
LAUDIA KIenzLe

019

story
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In creating cinema-quality visual effects on a TV show budget and 

production schedule, both Toves and Jackson cite several LightWave 

capabilities that made all the difference in their productivity. 

LightWave’s intuitive Modeler enabled the animators to quickly rig 3D 

hero creatures from scratch.  

This was the case with the hellbugs, including three different types 

featured in season one. These include a matron (queen) who stands 

over 30-feet tall, an archer hellbug that flies, and skitterlings, which 

are large crab-shaped spiders that crawl out from under houses and 

scamper up walls and around building interiors. Several Defiance 

CG artists were involved in rigging the hellbugs, especially the 

skitterlings, including Toves, Jackson, and a third member of the team, 

Neal Sopata. 

For the hero skitterlings, the animators shared the modeling and 

rigging work. But whenever possible, they preferred to customize 

the rigs with their preferred settings and features. The result was 

that each of the skitterlings had a slightly different personality. 

While hero creatures were animated from scratch, whenever 

Defiance needed to feature armies, packs, or swarms of CG 

creatures, the CG artists used Instancing to clone a single 3D 

object to form large groups. “Whenever a creature needed 

to do something specific, like climb up the side of a rocky 

cliff or get shot and fall over, we animated it by hand,” 

said Toves. “But if we needed an army of robotic Volge 

mercenaries marching over a bridge or 50 of them 

running through a valley—where their numbers 

mattered more than the specific performance—we 

would use Instancing to achieve that effect.” 

The Volge are bulky, armored CG warriors that 

carry “cold-fire” weapons, which are machine 

guns that shoot out blue flames. For a scene 

in the pilot where the Volge attack the city 

of Defiance, the CG artists generated 

170 animations just for that sequence. 

Among the visual effects were shots 

of the Volge army crossing a bridge, 

warriors advancing through 

a valley with tanks and other 

vehicles, and close-ups of them 

crawling on the ground or 

shooting their weapons. To 

meet these performance 

challenges, the CG artists 

rigged the Volge so they 

could climb, pick up 

guns, crawl, and move with agility despite their massive size and 

weight.

“Since Instancing [in LightWave] has been improving, it makes it 

easier for us to load and animate complex scenes,” Toves added. “But 

the biggest efficiencies come when we need to do the real heavy 

lifting on our render farm.” The render farm for Defiance consists of 20 

quad/eight-core CPU render nodes, a level of computational intensity 

that has recently become very cost-efficient.

sAbre Wolves And 
virtuAl environments
The sabre wolves, which travel and attack in packs, are a cross between 

sabre tooth tigers and wolves, although, they have six insectoid legs 

and tufts of black fur, created using LightWave’s integrated Fiber FX 

hair and fur generation system.

In the pilot, seven sabre wolves surround Nolan and Irisa, the two 

Defiance leads, in a forest and viciously “bark” at them. “Anytime the 

actors aren’t present in a particular frame, chances are it was entirely 

CG,” Toves said. “If the sabre wolves come out from behind trees, those 

trees were likely extracted from the live plate and placed into a matte 

painting that’s similar to the live action environment.”  

Defiance depends heavily on virtual environments and beauty shots to 

convey the size of the town and its geographic surroundings. Since the 

show is shot on a back lot the size of a football field, with 48 buildings 

crowded onto six streets that are back to back, CG aerials needed to be 

created to portray Defiance as a city surrounded by mountains. 

When the production wasn’t shooting right on the back lot, the actors 

and crew worked in large green screen studios. Since it was difficult 

for the actors to know how to react to creatures or other threats 

that weren’t physically there, detailed animated sequences were 

provided to the director and actors so they could pre-visualize the CG 

elements that would eventually be added to the scene. For the attack 

of the Volge, a group of actors were standing on a rocky mound in 

the middle of a green screen studio. Pre-viz elements helped them 

understand how to react and where to fire their weapons.

In postproduction, a variety of complex CG environments were 

seamlessly composited into the sea of green. These elaborate CG 

environments included underground cityscapes, mines, valleys, and 

exteriors of houses as well as gardens and forests. Also, in the 

program open and pilot, a cinema-grade CG sequence dramatized 

the orbiting arks exploding in space, causing fiery explosions and 

debrisfalling to Earth through an ominous, color-streaked sky. “

a d v a n c e d 

Ark Sphere 

weapons on 

Earth, which 

drastically altered 

Earth’s biosphere. 

[See sidebar for story 

synopsis.]

Could the CG team have 

created all these visual 

effects without LightWave? 

“Absolutely not,” said Defiance 

CG Artist Sean Jackson. And 

Defiance CG Artist Jesse Toves 

adds that without LightWave 

tools like Instancing on many 

scenes, “We would’ve been dealing 

with hundreds of millions of polygons. 

It would’ve been a nightmare.” 
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“Because we had so many virtual elements to 

create in such a short span of time, we were 

able to import and repurpose 3D objects 

from the digital library we amassed over 

the years while working on previous 

sci-fi shows like Battlestar Gallactica, 

Blood and Chrome, and others,” said 

Visual Effects Supervisor Gary 

Hutzel. “LightWave enables us 

to modify existing 3D objects, 

even ones created using older 

LightWave versions, rather 

than always having to 

start from scratch. That 

capability—which is not 

widely offered on other 

major 3D animation 

platforms—proved to 

be a tremendous 

time-saver.” 

Jedi effiCienCy
Many of the Jedi’s on the Defiance CG artistic team have 

been together for a decade or more, moving from one sci-fi 

TV project to the next. During this time, they learned how to 

work efficiently with each other, and how to back each other 

up to keep the pipeline flowing. They consider themselves 

generalists, capable of handling virtually every aspect of the 

3D animation/visual effects craft for movies and television. 

And they agree that LightWave is the ideal generalist’s tool 

since the platform lets an individual artist access all the 

tools needed for an end-to-end animation project from its 

well organized, intuitive and efficient user interface. 

Besides fast rendering, LightWave’s Viewport Preview Renderer 

(VPR) was critical to evaluating CG effects and lighting setups 

before committing to them in the rendering process. “Lighting 

is critical to matching the CG scene with live action plates 

and making the viewer believe the illusion is real,” Jackson 

said. Besides LightWave’s lighting and radiosity tools, the 

team used 3D modeling, Fiber FX for hair and fur, soft body 

dynamics, Instancing, and HyperVoxels for volumetric fluid 

effects like slime cascading off the matron hellbug. 

Fine detail and textures were added to creatures in ZBrush, 

a CG sculpting system for organic models, and that data was 

output directly into the LightWave content directory, ready 

for animators to use. In addition, hundreds of live action 

plates and LightWave 3D objects were combined in After 

Effects for 2D enhancements and/or compositing. This 2D 

augmentation on Defiance included 3D tracking of 2D props 

to add glows to knives and weapons, and muzzle flashes 

during a barrage of gunfire. 

Toves and Jackson describe LightWave 3D as a platform 

that supports productivity with a very efficient pipeline and 

a streamlined approach to animation that doesn’t over-

complicate any task. 

“The speed and versatility of LightWave was 

indispensable throughout this entire process, but 

especially when we needed to revise or change 

anything we created,” said Jackson. “For a CG scene 

known as the Glyph Chamber, I went through 14 

revisions of that asset within a week and a half. 

Sometimes changes are minor, but at other 

times, they can be drastic. Either way, they need 

to be turned around quickly and that’s what 

LightWave enables us to do.” 

“Truthfully, 

the biggest 

challenge we 

faced was the 

review process, 

which needed to 

include executives 

from the production, 

the Syfy and Universal 

networks, and at times 

Trion personnel who 

were working on the 

companion Defiance online 

videogame,” Toves said. 

“Naturally, we had to be sure 

that our work conformed to 

everyone’s expectations, despite 

the time pressures. This meant we 

needed to work that much faster, and 

have as much creative latitude and 

flexibility as possible, and LightWave 

gave us a really efficient workflow,” Toves 

said. ”We also have confidence that we can 

execute on any creative vision the writers 

may dream up in season two.”

Having successfully completed the pilot and 

11 episodes of season one, the production 

is now on hiatus. According to Defiance Visual 

Effects Supervisor Gary Hutzel, the show performed 

exceptionally well in the ratings for a sci-fi series, and 

has been green-lighted for a second season, set to air 

June 9, 2014.
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Defiance is a sci-fi series set in the future—the 2040’s—when everyday life on Earth is 
transformed by the arrival of spaceships or arks carrying alien races, known as Votans. 

After the Votanis solar system was destroyed in a stellar collision, survivors from eight 
different Votan races arrived at planet Earth in the hopes of starting a new life. 

Not only did they find humans already inhabiting this newfound planet, these 
Earthlings were not amenable to the immigration of alien races. Despite nego-
tiations to find a peaceful solution, Votans and humans found themselves in a 

global conflict known as The Pale Wars. After seven years of war, the Votan’s 
orbiting arks suddenly exploded in space, effectively ending The Pale Wars, 

creating a debris field in space that begins to fall to Earth in what is known 
as the arkfalls. 

Bizarre creatures and unusual flora and fauna incarnate when disgruntled 
Votans purposely detonate their advanced Ark Sphere weapons on 

planet Earth. Unlike the complete destruction of a nuclear bomb, this 
cataclysmic event radically alters Earth’s biosphere. Mountains and 

chasms formed, dust and debris buried cities, and dangerous, bizarre 
new mutant creatures incarnated. 

One of the buried cities is Defiance, formerly St. Louis, evident by 
the ruins of the city amidst its trademark arch. While the lead 

character Joshua Nolan is human, his adopted daughter Irisa 
is of the Irathient race. A key theme in Defiance is the racial 
tension and drama resulting from the integration of eight 

different Votan races—including Castithans, Indogens, 
Irathients, and Liberata. Each race has a distinctive alien 
look, with actors wearing prosthetic make-up. And each 

race has its own unique customs and beliefs, and 
speaks one of several Votan languages created for 
the show.

To quickly immerse viewers in this complex sto-
ryline, the 84-minute pilot (which aired April 15, 

2013 on the Syfy channel) and the 11 43-min-
ute weekly episodes that followed relied 

heavily on visual effects created primarily 
using LightWave 3D software. 

The TV show is accompanied by the 
Defiance online video game, a next-
generation videogame that lets gam-

ers enter the world of Defiance, 
shoot the creatures, interact with 
the characters, and explore the 

CG environments. Trion began 
developing the online video-

game—which mirrors the stor-
yline and characters of the TV 

show—about five years ago 
for Xbox, Playstation and 

other gaming platforms. 

Defining

Claudia Kienzle is a creative technology writer 
whose articles regularly appear in leading U.S. 
and international trade magazines.
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New Earth. New Rules.

“We’re completely confident in our ability to create 

virtually anything using LightWave and don’t limit the 

imagination of the writers. We tell them, create whatever 

you want, with LightWave we can make it work!”

Gary Hutzel, VFX supervisor

Whether you’re delivering 

phenomenal CG and VFX 

for hit television shows like 

Defiance or creating stun-

ning architectural visualiza-

tions for demanding clients,  

LightWave 3D software makes 

it all possible. The rules have 

changed. Join the Rebellion.

LightWave 3D 

Lowering Budgets, 

Meeting deadLines, 

and saving Projects 

for 25 Years.

w w w . l i g h t w a v e 3 d . c o m

Download the free trial at 
www.lightwave3d.com
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story
Set in the year 2911, UK-2911 is a sci-fi adventure that takes space explorer 

Captain Murat Eser and his crew into uncharted alien territory where they 

find themselves in the middle of a 20,000-year-old conflict that threatens 

to bring our solar system to the point of annihilation. With its futuristic yet 

realistic animation style and stereo 3D techniques Derun perfected on his 

own, UK-2911 promises to create a captivating, novel cinematic experience 

for viewers.

“When I began working on the film two and a half years ago, I knew it 

would be a tremendous challenge to have it ready by the premiere date. 

The $2 million budget had to cover everything—including the computer 

hardware, software, motion capture, and labor—everything,” said Derun, 

whose animation house Animaj is based in Istanbul, Turkey. “We didn’t 

have a budget like a George Lucas movie. In fact, we didn’t even have his 

catering budget!” 

Now on the eve of SIGGRAPH and his September 2013 premiere, Derun says 

his secret weapon is LightWave 3D, a powerful, full-featured 3D animation 

system capable of handling virtually every aspect of this 90-minute stereo 

3D film. Given the time and budget constraints, he said, “There’s no other 

3D animation package that could’ve handled this. No way.”

In the summer months prior to the cinematic release, Derun’s studio was 

pushing out three full minutes of 3D animation per day. This is especially 

impressive considering that many of his freelance modelers and animators 

were new to CG prior to working on UK-2911. 

Derun actually began his career in Australia, and even conducted focus 

groups, with young people ages 7 to 17 in Australia, to get feedback to his 

initial sketches, characters, spaceships, and other UK-2911 elements. He 

then decided to move the project to Istanbul in order to produce Turkey’s 

first stereo 3D animated feature. 

Rallying aRtists  
and tight timefRames

When he arrived in Turkey, there was no big pool of experienced 

3D animators ready to work on his film, let alone many skilled in 

LightWave. Derun recruited talented local artists, such as painters 

and sculptors, from universities, colleges, and art schools and 

offered them three to six months of hardcore training on LightWave 

to gain the necessary skills to work on his movie.

Derun told them, “If you learn a few specific keystrokes for Move, 

Bevel, Scale, Rotate, and Stretch, right there you can do most of 

your work.” LightWave’s user interface is uniquely capable of being 

translated into Turkish and customized any way the artists need.

When Director Sahin Michael Derun began 

working on his cinematic vision UK-2911—

now set to become Turkey’s first stereo 

3D animated feature movie—the minuses 

outweighed the plusses. 

Time, money, talent, and equipment were all 

in short supply. Despite a veritable mountain 

of challenges, Derun was convinced his movie 

would not only mesmerize movie-goers, it 

would set a new global standard for stereo 3D 

animated movies.

Based on storyboards and tests, film distributor 

UIP agreed to pick up UK-2911—short for Uzay 

Kuvvetleri 2911—with plans to release it for 

a September 20, 2013 premiere in roughly 

2,000 3D-capable cinemas across Turkey. After 

that, the movie will be dubbed to English for a 

broader worldwide release. 
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UK-2911 
defying 
time and 
space

Set to Premiere September 2013, 
Turkey’s first stereo 3D feature film 
goes start to finish with LightWave.

There’s no other 3D 
animation package that 
could’ve hand led this. 
No way.”“

uK-2911 feaTure sToryuK-2911 feaTure sTory

By CLaudia KienzLe
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Those artists who learned LightWave from scratch said they found a 

new career, while artists who came from other 3D animation packages 

were left wondering why they hadn’t used LightWave before. 

Once the artistic team learned their way around the LightWave 

environment, things went fairly smoothly because they were already 

proficient at sketching, shot composition, lighting, and other fine art 

techniques that could be applied to the animation work.  

The storyboard consisted of 137,000 frames that could be readily 

viewed on an iPad app. The finished film consists of 270,000 visually 

rich 1080p HD frames—or 135,000 frames times two for the left and 

right eye signals required for stereoscopic 3D—all of which had to be 

modeled, animated, and rendered on the studio’s render farm.  

“Since our resources were limited, each shot had to be spot-on,” Derun 

said. “You’d do a shot and then it had to stand. We had to bear in 

mind how long the scene would take to render because even one 

extra minute here or there could jeopardize making the deadline. The 

general rule was that no one scene could take more than an hour to 

do from start to finish. We couldn’t afford to go back and redo any 

scene, except for small tweaks or modifications.”

This time-conscious approach dictated the movie’s overall production 

strategy, which can be described as a mix of hand animation and 

automation. Hand animation was used for faces, hands, fingers, and 

other fine motor skills, while automation, such as motion capture, 

animated major body muscles like biceps, arms, and legs of  the 

characters for actions such as running, lifting, or fighting.

a melting Pot  
of digital actoRs
UK-2911 features eight or nine photorealistic digital actors, including 

Turkish, American, and Japanese characters on board the spaceship, 

as well as a few 

unique human-

oids from alien 

planets. The animators watched videos of Americans, Japanese, and 

Turkish people to study their body language and to determine how 

their respective characters should move or behave. For example, the 

Turkish captain speaks in a very animated, hot-blooded way character-

istic of the Mediterranean, while the Japanese technical officer stays 

cool and composed, and the American pilot has a very loose, casual 

demeanor. 

Each of the digital actors had 80 to 100 different facial expressions 

to depict a variety of moods—like sarcastic, smiling, or pensive—and 

these pre-produced facial expressions were then put together so the 

characters could act out the storyline. Their facial muscles needed 

to conform to the phonetics of the spoken dialogue recorded in 

advance by Turkish actors. When the movie is released internationally, 

Derun 

will bring English speaking actors into 

their studio to record the same dialogue so the scenes can be 

dubbed in English rather than use subtitles or captions.

moRPhing and maRtial aRts
After the sound track was imported into LightWave, Derun’s team used 

the software’s built-in Morph Mixer to preview the facial animation to 

check if the sync was correct and to vary the speed of the audio track 

or slip one way or the other for perfect sync.   

... As new versions 
kept coming, the 
LightWave 3D 
Group would 
deliver the exact 
tools we needed 
at just the exact 
right time.” 

“
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The production started with LightWave 10 

and evolved to LightWave 11.5 and in that 

time Derun’s animators used every LightWave 

tool, often in combination, to execute the rich, 

complex 3D animated scenes. 

“Occasionally though, I’d look ahead and see 

shots coming up that we didn’t have a solution 

for, and I thought we might hit a roadblock,” 

Derun said. “But as new versions kept coming, 

the LightWave 3D Group would deliver the exact 

tools we needed at just the exact right time.” 

With a new feature called Instancing, which 

clones 3D objects into large groups or crowds, 

they created a fleet of identical CG fighter 

jets. Instancing also created the effect of an 

army running into battle, as well as a crowd 

of thousands of people who are standing and 

listening to a speech by their Emperor. 

The Viewport Preview Renderer (VPR), a tool unique to LightWave,  

let the animators preview their scenes and make creative 

modifications to them prior to committing them to the time-

consuming rendering process. 

The VPR allows animators to check the scene that the viewers 

will ultimately see in the cinema, including the lighting, camera 

movement, colors, textures, and even the stereo 3D effect itself. 

Derun then took the rendered product over to FonoFilm, a post 

house in Istanbul, for a color-grading pass and other finishing 

touches like adjusting specular highlights, blurs, and tints. FonoFilm 

will handle the final 35mm print mastering for the film as well.

By design, LightWave lets animators work in stereo 3D from concept 

to completion. When they put on their 3D glasses, the animators can 

see the stereo effect at every stage of the game. There’s no need for 

special equipment to produce the left eye/right eye convergence, 

or to take the footage over to a post house to check if the stereo 

3D effect is working. It’s inherent to every stage of the workflow 

including the camera settings, OpenGL, wireframes, Layout, and it 

can be affected interactively.

Another feature called Flocking—which coordinates the movement of characters in 

flocks, swarms, or packs—enabled them to fly the fighter jets around in formation. 

And Bullet Dynamics, another new feature, was used to create controlled chaos, such 

as skyscrapers imploding and falling to the ground. Cloth simulation and Soft Body 

Dynamics animated fabrics, while FiberFX gave the digital actors human hair. Main 

characters each had a variety of hairstyles, including coifed, messy, and windblown, that 

animators could choose from to save modeling time.

A LightWave feature called Hypervoxels helped create dust, dirt, and other volumetric 

particles. In one particularly ambitious 58-second scene a fighter aircraft is hit by the 

enemy in space and bursts into flames while it careens to the planet’s surface. Using 

LightWave Particles and Hypervoxels with the TurbulenceFD plug-in by Jawset, the 

dust and debris flies everywhere, including right towards the viewers. 

3D lighting effects included photometric lights, dome lights, area lights, and distance 

lights. To create realistic ambient lighting, LightWave has many tools that streamline 

the complex lighting process including Radiosity. 

“With LightWave, if you’re an artist that understands the properties of light, you don’t 

need Radiosity. All the lighting tools you need are right there. My animators could 

achieve very realistic lighting effects just relying on their own understanding of the 

way light shines, reflects, and radiates,” said Derun. “But LightWave gives you lighting 

shortcuts, like Radiosity, and depending upon your circumstances, there are times 

when it makes sense to just let the machine do what it does.”  

“The key thing is that you have to be creative and use LightWave to control the 

outcome,” said Derun. “In time, LightWave just becomes second nature to you. Then you 

can control it to bring your creative vision to life.” 

Claudia Kienzle is a creative technology writer whose articles regularly appear in leading 
U.S. and international trade magazines.

LightWave’s Motion Mixer was also indispensable for 

synchronizing the motion capture performances, such as a 

martial arts fighting sequence. Once the character models 

were rigged, an Xsens motion capture system was used 

to capture and apply motion from a real actor to animate 

approximately 18 bones that controlled the model’s arms, 

legs, chest, and neck. The result was a martial arts fight 

between four characters that looked expert and credible.

“While we needed four martial arts fighters, we could only 

afford one motion capture suit. So we hired one actor to 

perform each of the four fighters’ parts sequentially. We 

then applied the four different mocap datasets to each of 

the digital actors and synchronized their performance using 

Motion Mixer,” Derun said. 

“If you hit F2 while you’re in Layout, you can turn your 

animation into a clip and put it onto to the Motion Mixer 

timeline,” Derun said. “You can then move it around, trim it, 

edit it, speed it up or slow it down, whatever you need to do 

to achieve the look or timing you want. Motion Mixer is a very 

powerful tool that helped us work efficiently to save both 

time and money without sacrificing the results.”

WoRKing the WoRKfloW
With many massive 3D sets, like futuristic cityscapes and the 

bridge of the ship, having an efficient workflow was critical 

to the project. 

In time, LightWave 
just becomes second 
nature to you. Then 
you can control it to 
bring your creative 
vision to life.” 

“
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Inspired by sci-fi movies, TV shows, 

and comic books of the 1950s and 

sixties, Space Command is a retro yet 

futuristic full-length movie series that 

captures the pure gee-whiz fascination 

engendered by the Space Age. 

When completed, the six movies that 

launch the Space Command franchise 

will envision the technological 

evolution of today’s space program 

over a 150-year timespan beginning  

around 2045. 

While the premise focuses on United 

Planet’s Space Command—a group of 

scientists, soldiers, and adventurers 

exploring and taming the vast expanse 

of our solar system and beyond for 

human colonization—the drama centers 

on the complex relationships between 

three families over five generations.

“Space Command will take retro design 

styles and themes and the optimistic 

views we held in our youth about space 

exploration and project them into the 

future. It will mix stunning visual effects 

and high flying adventures with strong, 

memorable characters who must deal 

with difficult moral dilemmas and 

eternally human conflicts,” said Marc 

Scott Zicree, the West Hollywood, 

CA-based writer, director and producer 

of Space Command. 
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Redemption 
Begins for 

Space Command
The plan of attack for this retro-inspired movie 
franchise comes together  with LightWave 3D. 

By CLaudia KienzLe

story
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If that storyline sounds ambitious, consider the genesis of 

the project. Space Command is a crowd-sourced, independent 

film that used Kickstarter to generate enthusiasm for the new 

venture and successfully raised starter capital. The fundraising 

goal of $75,000 was met in only three days, and within a few 

weeks Space Command had raised $221,267 from 2,965 backers 

with more still coming in.

With this seed money, Redemption, the first of the six Space 

Command movies, was green-lighted without the blessings of 

any movie studio or cable network. And that wasn’t the only 

break with tradition. Rather than shooting the films on a movie 

lot, the studio is a warehouse in the San Fernando Valley that’s 

being converted into a soundstage. 

The visual effects team is comprised of 3D animators and effects 

artists who will collaborate remotely from all over the world. 

And independent distribution of Space Command will include 

online movie services, streaming media/on demand views, Blu-

ray/DVD, as well as theatrical release.

“You used to need millions of dollars and the backing of a major 

studio or network to get anything out to a mass audience, and 

their top brass called the creative shots,” Zicree said. “But things 

have changed. With world-class talent, passion, and dedication, 

we now have the resources necessary to produce and distribute 

a cinema-worthy movie on our own for a fraction the money it 

used to take. LightWave is a big part of this new paradigm. If we 

didn’t have a low-cost way of doing special effects—like space 

battles, alien creatures, space stations, mining colonies, and 

explosions—this unique sci-fi endeavor would not be possible.” 

While LightWave 3D animation software has been chosen as the 

visual effects/CG platform of choice for Space Command, it wasn’t 

always that way. Some involved with Space Command—such as 

Producer Neil Johnson—expressed doubt that LightWave would 

be up to the grueling technical and creative challenges posed 

by the series. 

But after evaluating the latest versions of LightWave, including 

the 11 and 11.5 builds, Johnson and other skeptics were 

impressed and excited about the software’s powerful tools, 

limitless design possibilities, and streamlined workflow that 

would maximize their precious capital.

“When I first came onboard the project, one year after the 

Kickstarter campaign, the question as to which software package 

we would be using was a little bit up in the air,” said Geoff Mark, 

the visual effects supervisor for Space Command. “Personally, 

I’ve used all the top 3D animation packages throughout my 

visual effects career. But when I considered the needs of this 

production and our virtual workflow, I realized that the unique 

attributes of LightWave would make it an asset to this project.”

One advantage in particular is LightWave’s ability to generate 

separate scene and object files, or what is known in the industry 

as a zero version. “What this means is that animators from around 

the world can access zero version models, such as spaceships or 

creatures [dot-zero], and manipulate and modify them without 

having to deal with the modeling or rigging pipeline. They’ll 

always have the latest, correct version,” Mark said. “They don’t 

have to reinvent the wheel just to tweak or version the existing 

3D models. Since LightWave is so robust and modular in its 

architecture, it really made sense for this workflow.”

Space Command can keep its overhead low by leveraging many 

technologies, including high-bandwidth Internet throughout 

the modern world and powerful yet affordable standard IT 

processing hardware. Cloud-based video storage and servers 

will also enable collaboration by animators around the world 

who together form a cyber-based post facility. This virtual team 

includes FX wizard Tobias Richter of Lightworks in Germany, 

Jonathan Feldman (Serenity) in Los Angeles, Xes Vilà Roig and his 

whiz kids at the famed FX Animation School in Barcelona, Spain, 

and other CG hotshots around the globe. 

As the visual effects supervisor, Geoff Mark will assign shots to 

be done by the animators, put CG assets on the cloud for the 

artists to grab, manage the production pipeline across several 

time zones, and shepherd finished 3D elements to Zicree and 

others for review. Redemption will require hundreds of visual 

effects shots, and over the course of all six movies the animators 

will tackle thousands of effects shots. 

Not only will the 3D asset library grow, but Space Command will 

also have the help and support of eminent partners including 

the U.S. Air Force. These partners will join key Space Command 

production people on a panel, slated for July 19th at the 2013 

Comic-Con International (July 18-21, 2013) in San Diego, where 

W hen I considered the needs 
of this production and our 
virtual workf low, I realized 
that the unique attributes of 
LightWave would make it an 
asset to this project.”

“

spaCe Command feaTure sTory
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have a flock of alien birds that need to fly in a way that is nothing 

like the birds we’re familiar with on earth,” Mark said. “After we use 

Instancing to create the flock, we’ll need to put a lot of custom 

flocking settings on those to choreograph their movement.” 

Other LightWave features that Mark expects to make use of are 

Hypervoxels, Bullet Dynamics, and Soft Body Dynamics.  Hypervoxels 

along with volumetric lights will likely be used to add thrusters to 

every ship as well as to enhance explosions. “I also fully expect to 

destroy some ships with Bullet Dynamics. I’m looking forward to 

that chaos. It’s going to be great,” Mark said. And while there isn’t a 

specific need yet for Soft Body Dynamics or cloth simulation, Mark 

is hoping they’ll find a way to use those features because they’re  

“just plain cool.”

“While Redemption is heavily centered on human drama, viewers 

will see a wonderful universe with new and different aspects all 

dependent upon CGI,” said Zicree. “LightWave enables talented 

artists to be generalists, handling everything from 3D modeling 

through animation and rendering, rather than specializing in just 

one particular discipline.”

In the early planning stages of Space Command, Zicree had several 

lunch meetings with LightWave 3D Group President Rob Powers, 

which impressed and reassured him. “The fact that Rob Powers 

comes out of the movie effects world is great because he really 

understands the artistic mind and how their LightWave software 

development can impact and propel the filmmaking process,” Zicree 

said. “To have the interest and support of someone like Rob Powers 

they’ll reveal fresh, new CG effects scenes done for Redemption and 

the other Space Command films. A similar presentation is also planned 

in conjunction with the LightWave 3D Group for the SIGGRAPH 2013 

conference and exhibition at the Anaheim Convention Center from 

July 23 to 25, 2013.

While show-goers will get a sneak peak at Redemption’s effects, 

production won’t begin until the fall. Live action photography will 

be captured in 4K resolution using high-end RED digital cinema 

cameras. This summer, the primary focus is on laying the groundwork 

for the production—beginning with Redemption and followed by the 

other five films—including how live action elements will mesh with 

CG set extensions and effects.  

“With our hybrid live action/CG sets, we’ve planned everything 

down to the millimeter. We had to in order to ensure seamless 

compositing,” said Mark. “Every physical set that involves CG will be 

modeled to real-world scale so that when the construction crew 

is building it, they’ll use the same measurements and data our 

animators are using. That will make it easier to align effects shots 

with the practical shots. And when I put a tracking marker on the 

wall of the physical set, I’ll know exactly what do-hickey that lines up 

with in the virtual set. This will streamline production significantly.” 

Geoff Mark has been working closely with Zicree and Producer Neil 

Johnson and the production design team to plan out each of the 

control rooms for various ships—including the hero ship christened 

the Paladin—as well as the flight deck. They’re also determining 

which set elements will be built on the physical set for actors 

to see and touch, and which will be green screen composited in 

postproduction. Green screens will surround the physical sets so 

they can be extended with CG sets, and CG elements will also be 

positioned in their viewfinders and big-screen displays.

LightWave will also save time and money on the creation of the 

effects shots themselves. LightWave 11.5 features such as Instancing 

and Flocking will help minimize the time it takes modelers and 

animators to create complex scenes. 

Instancing—which allows animators to clone a single 3D object to 

form large groups, like packs or swarms—will be extremely helpful 

to scenes that require fleets of starships or flocks of alien birds. 

Flocking—a LightWave feature that allows animators to coordinate 

the movement of CG creatures in packs, swarms, or flocks—will 

undoubtedly be used in conjunction with Instancing in many scenes.

“In our scripts, we have scenes where fighter ships need to fly in 

formation or move into battle. There are other scenes where we’ll 

“LightWave enables talented artists to be generalists, hand ling 
everything fr om 3D modeling through animation and rendering, 

rather than specializing in just one particular discipline.”
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LWCAD 4.5 is a top set of add-on modeling plug-ins for LightWave 3D. At the core of this 

software is a complete set of standard CAD tools, including an advanced Osnap engine, and 

countless features often found in expensive CAD applications. LWCAD 4.5 contains revolutionary 

features like real-time Boolean curves and real-time polygon drilling, which is unique to the 

industry, and a set of architectural visualization tools that are special to architectural design.  

With LWCAD 4.5, LightWave designers can create complex buildings in a matter of minutes—and 

push their designs to an entirely new dimension.

WTools3D

WTools3D
w w w.wtools3d.com

Images courtesy of: Paolo Zambrini, Sebastian Smolak, Janusz Biela and Boris Goreta.

is really beneficial to the success of this 

ground-breaking effects project. Besides 

creativity and talent, we need engineering 

support and expert advice to make this 

work in a credible, affordable way.”

Experts from the U.S. Air Force and 

NASA/JPL and will share their respective 

expertise about military aviation and 

the modern American space program to 

guide animators in the creation of realistic 

aircraft, rockets, and other vehicles for 

space exploration and travel. Zicree is 

hoping to have a U.S. Marine jet fighter 

pilot—who’s flown F-18s in battle—sit 

down with his animators and advise them 

of ways to make dog fights and space 

battles look more credible. 

Zicree, who has a Bachelors degree from 

UCLA in Painting, Sculpture and Graphic 

Arts, has worked for decades in the sci-fi 

film and TV production industry. His credits 

include: Star Trek New Voyages: World 

Enough and Time (writer/director), Star Trek: 

The Next Generation (writer), Babylon 5  

(writer), Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (writer) 

and Sliders (writer/producer). And many of 

his Space Command principles have similar 

filmographies, some of which have specific 

experience with LightWave for CG effects.

In the 1950 and 1960’s Zicree was 

personally inspired by the original Star 

Trek TV series, Space Patrol, Outer Limits,  

Twilight Zone, EC’s Weird Science,  

and novels by Robert Heinlein, Ray 

Bradbury and Arthur C. Clarke, among many 

other sci-fi movies, TV shows, comic books, 

illustrations, and books of that time. 

“While many recent sci-fi movies and TV 

series depict dystopian, post-apocalyptic 

worlds, Space Command will be idealistic, 

hopeful, and forward looking, like the 

classic Star Trek. But it will be careful 

not to be nostalgic or tongue-in-cheek,”  

Zicree said. 

Absent movie studio and TV network 

oversight and control, Zicree said he’s 

free to explore unconventional, even 

controversial storylines and themes you’d 

never see in conventional sci-fi shows, 

including casting older actors in lead roles, 

and featuring Muslims, a lesbian couple, 

and even someone fighting a rare genetic 

disease among the characters in his film 

series. While these casting moves would 

likely make studio and network heads very 

nervous—Zicree feels that viewers will find 

these storylines refreshing, contemporary, 

and relevant.

Zicree is also confident that LightWave 3D 

in the hands of his talented 3D animators 

will enable Space Command to push the 

creative boundaries on the visual effects 

scenes. In his design plans, he’s vigilant 

not to think too small. Zicree said, “I’m not 

stopping myself in any way from having a 

big vision because I know that LightWave 

will be there for me.”

Claudia Kienzle is a creative technology writer 

whose articles regularly appear in leading 

U.S. and international trade magazines.

spaCe Command feaTure sTory

MarC ZiCree at the helM of SpaCe CoMMaNd.

© WTools3d. All trademarks and the property of their respective owners.
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Get moving with the powerful new Spline Control feature in LightWave 11.6

esCalaTing 
YoUR MoTIon 

By Jennifer HaCHigian

LightWave 11.6 offers a new motion 

controller called Spline Control. Using 

Spline Control, the user defines a 

“virtual spline” in LightWave Layout that 

can be used as a track for a single item 

or a chain of items to follow. The Spline 

Control is even useful for spline IK 

setups for rigging of things like tendrils 

and  tails.

In the following example we will look at a 

setup that is very useful for architectural 

visualization, production, or any project 

where a spline-based mechanical setup 

would be useful. This tutorial will walk 

you through the creation and use of a 

virtual splines to help animate the steps 

of a moving escalator.

Grab the LightWave content files for this 

tutorial at http://static.lightwave3d.com/
downloads/content/magazines/lightwave/
vol2/escalator.zip.

  step 1.

Launch Layout in LightWave 11.6 and load “01_Escalator_Tutorial.

lws.” This will load two objects into the scene—“Escalator_Step” 

and “Escalator_Hull.”

  step 2.

Type 3 and go into the Right View to view the setup from the 

side. In the upper-left corner of the window, left-click on Shaded 

Solid and choose “Front Face Wireframe” from the drop-down 

menu. Now we can look “through” the Escalator_Hull object and 

use it as a guide for the motion of the escalator steps.

  step 3.

Add a Null object to the scene file (Items->Add->Null) and call it 

“Spline.” Give it a red wireframe color. Both its name and its color 

will make it easier to track in the scene.

Tutorial Jennifer haChigian | lighTwave 11.6 spline TuTorial Jennifer haChigian | lighTwave 11.6 spline TuTorial 
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  step 6.

Select the “node” null and Clone it once (ex: Items->Add-

>Clone). You now have “node (1)” and “node (2).” Move the 

node (2) clone 450mm on the Z so that it touches the left-

bottom corner of the escalator glass. The spline now has two 

nodes and a length of 450mm (the distance between node 

(1) and node (2)).

  step 7.

Clone node (2) again and move the clone (“node (3)”) to 

the right-bottom corner of the escalator glass (XYZ 0m 

1.7m 3.3m). This will cause the spline to flex. Because the 

Escalator_Step’s Rotation is tracking the spline right now, the 

flex of the spline causes the Escalator_Step to tilt.

  step 4.

Select Escalator_Step and type M to open up its Motion Options 

panel. At the top of a panel is a new option called “Spline 

Control.” Click on the drop-down list next to Spline Control and 

change it from “(none)”to “Spline.” Nothing interesting will hap-

pen...yet.

Referencing the Spline null as a Spline Control item turns the 

null into a virtual spline. However, right now it’s an empty spline 

with no nodes. The next few steps will change that.

  step 5.

Add another null object and call it “node.” Give it a green color, 

and parent it to the “Spline” null. You have just added one node 

to the virtual spline.

  step 8.

In the Scene Editor, right-click on node (3) and choose “Clone.” 

Change the Number of Clones from 1 to 7 and click OK. Seven 

new “node” nulls will be created, and they will be selected as a 

group. As long as they are selected as a group, you can move 

them as a group. Move these seven nulls to the end of the esca-

lator glass (XYZ 0m 1.7m 4.3m). Uncheck “node (4)” to remove 

it from the group selection. Move the remaining nulls down 

and back (XYZ 0m 1.3m 4.5m). Repeat this process to move the 

remaining nulls into the shape of a loop. This loops the virtual 

spline around the escalator.

Tip: As long as these nulls are parented to the Spline null and 

left checked in the Scene Editor, Spline Control will treat them as 

nodes of the spline represented by the Spline null.

  step 9.

This loop, however, is left open at the end. Anything we push 

along this spline-track will sail off into infinity when it reaches 

the end. To fix it, Select the Spline null. Open its Motion Options 

panel and click the “Controllers and Limits” tab. Activate the 

Closed Spline checkbox to close the virtual spline defined 

by the children of “Spline.” This loop is now a closed loop.

  step 10.

The loop is not as smooth as it can be. Adjust the posi-

tions of each of the node null objects until the spline looks 

smoother. 

Tip: the smoother the spline path, the smoother the 

motions of items pushed along that spline path will look.

  step 11.

Now we will use this virtual spline to help animate a chain 

of escalator steps. Select Escalator_Step, open up its Motion 

Options panel, go to the Controllers & Limits tab, and set 

all three Rotation controllers to “Key Frames.” We only want 

the Spline Control to affect the XYZ positions of these steps.

 

Jennifer haChigian | lighTwave 11.6 spline TuTorial Jennifer haChigian | lighTwave 11.6 spline TuTorial 
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  step 14.

Select Escalator_Step (1). This is the topmost parent of the 

item chain, and animating its Z-Position will push it and all 

of its children along the spline. Right now its Z-Position is 

set to 0, which places it at the start of the spline. Scrub the 

timeslider to frame 24. The lower-left hand corner of the 

screen currently displays the Spline Control version of the 

Escalator_Step’s position data, but it can still be used to make 

a keyframe for specific values. In the lower-left-hand corner 

of the screen, enter 1m for the Z-Position of Escalator_Step 

(1). Hit Enter to bring up the Make Key dialogue. Deselect all 

channels except for the Z-Position channel, and click OK. You 

have just keyed the Z-Position of this step to go from 0m at 

frame 0 to 1m at frame 24.

  step 15.

Animating the topmost item pushes the entire chain of steps 

along the spline, but the animation stops dead after frame 

24. This is because the Z-Position of the topmost item stops 

changing after frame 24. To keep the entire chain moving 

  step 12.

Clone Escalator Step, and parent the clone to the original 

Escalator_Step. This clone will inherit all the properties of the 

original Escalator_Step, including the Spline Control settings. 

Give this clone a blue wireframe color to distinguish it from the 

“head” of the chain that we are about to build. We also want this 

clone to have a Z-offset from its parent. Select the child step and 

open up the Graph Editor. In the Graph Editor, select the one key 

on the Position.Z channel and give it a value of 422mm.

  step 13.

Make 27 more clones of Escalator_Step (2) and parent each 

clone to the previous clone in order to form a parented chain of 

steps. Because all of these steps inherit the motion properties 

of their parent, and because each of these clones has a 422mm 

Z-Position that offsets it from its parent on the Z Axis, the chain 

will adhere to the spline and follow its path.

forever, go to the Graph Editor and set the Post Behavior of the 

Escalator_Step (1)’s Position.Z channel to Linear.

  step 16.

There’s one more refinement to make to this animation. Right 

now the ends of the item chain may not have the right spac-

ing. That is, Escalator_Step (1) may either be intersecting with 

Escalator_Step (29), or they may be placed too far away from 

each other. Or the chain may be so long that several links overlap 

the head of the chain.

There are two ways to fix this. If the item chain has excess 

length, it is OK to trim the excess by deleting the last few items 

of the item chain. Another way to fix this is to move the spline 

nodes to make the spline loop bigger or smaller, so that the 

length of the spline matches the length of the item chain. Try 

adjusting the node positions until the ends of the item chain 

appear to have the correct spacing.

One more refinement remains. Now that we like the over-

all behavior of these steps, we should lower them into the 

Escalator_Hull.

  step 17.

Type 6 to restore the Camera view, and restore Shaded Solid 

mode from the drop-down list in the upper-left-hand corner. 

The steps are floating over the hull.

  step 18.

Select the Spline null and lower its Y-Position until the 

steps “fit” into the Escalator_Hull object. If necessary, tweak 

the position of the “node” nulls to your liking.

And there you have it—a virtual spline created in LightWave 

11.6 that helps animate the steps of a moving escalator.

Jennifer Hachigian works in Burbank, California as a LightWave 
3D artist. Her most recent projects include The Amazing 
Spiderman and Mockingbird Lane.

 Jennifer haChigian | lighTwave 11.6 spline TuTorial 
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“Man will conquer space, soon” said a series of stories 
published in the 1950’s by Colliers magazine, scans of 
which were released recently online in the Horizons 
newsletter from the American Institute of Aeronautics, 
Houston (aiaahouston.org). After a link to these articles 
was posted in the NewTek forums, I commented that 
the ship designs would make an interesting modeling 
assignment for someone—little did I know that “someone”  
would be me.

What I loved about these particular ship designs were the 
clean shapes, which are miles away from the cluttered 
detail of contemporary space ship designs. Plus, having 
been conceived by rocket scientists, they had a ring of 
authenticity to them. I decided to create my ship models in 
LightWave as sub-D objects so that everything would look 
smooth and seamless, using UV mapping to wrap them 
with very specific detail placement. 

While attempting to stay true to the original designs 
the vagaries of the source illustrations allowed room for 
invention and interpretation. The main challenge was 
to give scale to these smooth simple shapes. I didn’t 
want to just put lots of panels and pipes on them, or 
use weathering—it wasn’t the correct approach for these 
particular spaceship designs. It ultimately became a 
delicate balance of how far to go with detail and when 
to pull back.

I toyed with the notion of doing renders that faithfully 
replicated the 1950’s look of the illustrations, however in 
the end, conceded to keep the integrity of the spacecraft 
designs and bathe them in photographic realism instead. 

By d.J. Waterman

Tutorial 
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The area  
lighT rig
The Area light version of this rig will deliver 

essentially the same result but with less 

render times. It is, however, a little trickier 

to set up. There is a control null that will 

rotate both the environment and light 

together, but you will need to send the area 

light 100 Kms away and set the fall off to 

be 100 Kms as well. It’s important to note 

that once the light is sent far away, it isn’t 

readily seen it in the viewport, so make 

sure it is lined up before sending it to the 

far reaches of space. This process may seem 

complicated, but it’s actually simple.

  step 1.

Create a ball in the LightWave Modeler, 

then copy and paste it into the second layer 

so that you have two objects. Give the first 

ball a surface and call it Environment; name 

the second ball surface Proxy Sun. Next, 

spherically map a HDR sky image onto the 

Environment surface and switch to Texture 

view in the perspective viewport. Scale 

down the size of the second ball and move 

it to the exact location of where the HDRI 

sun is on the Environment sphere. This layer 

is used as a visual guide of the Sun’s posi-

tion in Layout. But before you take these 

objects into Layout, flip the normals of the 

Environment sphere and name the two lay-

ers Environment and Proxy Sun.

  step 2.

Load the objects into Layout and parent 

the Proxy Sun object to the Environment 

Sphere. Create two null objects, name one 

Control Null and the other Light Null. 

Parent both the Environment Sphere and 

Light Null to the Control Null.

  step 3.

Select the default light and change it to an 

Area light (uncheck two-sided area lights 

in the render panel) and then zero out the 

rotation and position values of the light. 

Using the Z position value, move the light 

to the perimeter of the Environment Sphere 

and make sure it faces inward.

  step 4.

Rotate the Light Null in position with the 

Area light and Proxy Sun object. Once 

positioned, you can enter -100 km into 

the “Z” position of the Area light to give it 

distance—you’ll know it is pointing in the 

correct direction even if it can no longer 

be seen. 

  step 7.

In the Area Light setting, set the inten-

sity to 100% or more, the falloff to Inverse 

Distance ^ 2, and the range to 100 km. The 

light color should be white or a similar 

sun-like hue.

If, later on, you decide to use another HDR 

image with a different sun position, use the 

Light Null to reposition the angle of the 

Area Light and increase the Light icon size 

to something like 395000 or higher to actu-

surFaCing 
FOr lighTing
With photorealism in mind, my approach with 

surfacing was to make the surfaces energy 

conserving and avoid the use of specular. 

Instead, all specular would be handled through 

the reflection channels using blurry reflections. 

This is not necessarily the most economical or 

production-friendly approach, but to achieve 

nice renders it works out well. 

In Figure 1 you can see the standard 

specular surface compared to one that uses 

just reflection and diffuse. Notice how the 

reflective surface has the added benefit of 

gaining some environmental lighting effects. 

This is the approach I used for 95 percent of 

the surfaces in the project; it made surfacing 

simpler because it eliminated both the specular 

and glossiness channels. 

A quick tip for getting a fast energy-conserving 

surface using the standard surface layers is 

to add a gradient into the Reflective Texture 

channel and set it to Incidence Angle. Copy that 

gradient and paste it into the Diffuse Texture 

channel and click the Invert checkbox. This is 

the basis for an energy-conserving material’s 

Fresnel effect that does not reflect back more 

light than it receives. Specular and Glossiness 

can safely be disabled after this process.

The lighTing 
mOdel
I designed two different light rigs for this 

project; both attempt to replicate a sunlit 

scenario. The first uses the Dome light and 

the other uses an Area light to achieve similar 

results. However, the area light renders a little 

faster. Both rigs use a Control null for rotating 

the light direction and environment sphere 

as one locked unit. This is important because 

the sun that appears in the environment map 

(HDRI) needs to match the light direction and 
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correctly display on reflective surfaces. If 

we rotate the light direction the whole sky 

environment will also rotate and the sun will 

always appear to be in the correct position 

in relation to shadows and reflections. 

Use either a Dome light or an Area light  

(Figure 2) because both these lights allow 

control over the shadows, giving you the 

ability to have hard or soft shadows.

With this model you can turn off the 

“Affect Specular” flag in the light settings 

since the specular hit will be provided by 

the sun image in the environment sphere. 

It’s no big deal, however, if you decide 

to leave it on since the surfaces have no  

specularity anyway.

The Proxy Sun object is positioned onto the location of the 
actual sun of the HDR image that has been mapped to the 
sphere.
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rule yOur 
lens
Shoot like a cinematographer, not like a CG 

artist. Limit your camera to one or two lens 

types and stick with those for the shoot. 

Of course one of the great things about 

LightWave is that you can emulate a real world 

lens by choosing one of the many real-world 

camera presets. However, since this technique 

does require some knowledge of photographic 

equipment, you can opt to use a perspective 

camera and adjust the zoom factor until you 

get the camera lens you want. 

When you shoot very large objects you have 

two basic choices: get far away and zoom in or 

start close and zoom out. One approach flat-

tens the perspective and the other exagger-

ates it. Both approaches give a sense of scale 

with completely different results—one is like 

observing a mountain at a distance and the 

other is like climbing the mountain. Ramping 

up the zoom factor and moving your camera 

back will create a telephoto look while doing 

the opposite creates a wide angle perspective. 

For the space scenes in this article, the HDR 

image mapped to the Environment sphere was 

just a black void created in Photoshop with a 

single sun spot painted into the middle. When 

it was mapped onto the sphere I raised the 

luminosity value so the sun would appear very 

bright, providing real lighting into the scene. 

Typically spacecraft are tricky to light because 

of their environment. In the emptiness of 

space, reflective surfaces can look dead with 

nothing to reflect. So, you need to think like a 

photographer and search out camera angles 

and scenarios that will create reflections. Put 

the spaceship close to a reflective source like 

a planet or moon, this can be likened to an 

extremely gigantic bounce card, providing the 

ship with plenty of bounce light for reflections, 

as will the sun. There will be angles that don’t 

photograph well—avoid them like any good 

cinematographer would.

All the spaceship images shown here have 

only one direct light source—the sun. This 

is not the traditional approach to lighting 

where lights are used to get a specific look. 

Instead, it’s very basic—it is a forced lighting 

approach. Once you set the sun the way it is, 

you’re stuck with it, any other lighting, bounce 

or fill is provided by the scene elements. But, 

if you decide you want to add more lights 

then this technique is a good starting point for  

outdoor lighting.

With this type of lighting method, you no 

longer have to spend time playing with the 

lighting. Like a photographer who is forced to 

make the most of his lighting, you can make 

the most of your scene with one light. “Forced 

lighting” frees you to find the shots you 

want, filling your environment with whatever’s 

needed to create your picture. Even though 

Lightwave offers artists many lighting choices 

and options, I’ve found it very liberating to 

remove some of the choices and just concen-

trate on the work. 

Des “D.J.” Waterman is a professional 3D 
animator at Gloss Design in Sydney Australia. 
He regularly contributes 2D and 3D animation 
to all sorts of client projects, including 
commercials, corporate marketing, children’s 
programs, and medical/health videos.

ally see it. Next, rotate the Light null and align the arrow tip 

to the HDR sun mapped to the Environment sphere. Use the 

LightWave Viewport Preview Renderer (VPR) in version 10 or 

higher, while doing this to see the HDR texture. Also doing 

it this way allows you to delete the Proxy Sun if you’d like. 

If you prefer soft diffuse shadows, then the area light needs 

to be scaled up—and since it’s so far away, the scale values 

will seem ridiculously high.

For a very sharp shadow a scale of 100/200 will work, and 

a very overcast diffuse shadow will need a scale value  

around 200000.

The dOme lighT rig
Setting up the rig for the Dome light requires the least 

amount of work. The only downside is that render times are 

longer. The benefit, however, is that the light can be placed 

right in the viewport for easy manipulation.

A Control null controls the rotation of the Dome light and 

the environment sphere. The environment sphere can be 

directly parented to the Control null and the Dome light can 

have its rotation channel parented via an expression. 

To parent the environment sphere to the control null, open 

the motion options for the dome light and use “Follower” to 

lock it’s rotation channels to the Control null. Now when you 

rotate the Control null both the environment and light will 

rotate together. Conveniently, you can also move the light 

anywhere in the viewport when setting up the shot.

For raw sunlight set the value to at least 120 percent or 

more—this can be lowered depending on the time of day. Also, 

remember this is not an exact science. It’s up to you as an art-

ist to determine the best levels.

The important thing in this kind of set up is that the direct 

light source must match the light direction of the HDR 

image mapped to the environment sphere—you need to 

pinpoint the exact location of the sun as it appears when 

mapped spherically to the environment sphere. You can do 

this in Modeler (described earlier) with a proxy sun object. 

Or, you can use VPR in Layout and enlarge the manipula-

tors in the display options to see the axis of the dome light 

intersecting with the sun image of the environment sphere.

The key components of these lighting models are:

•  Energy-conserving materials with reflective specularity 

•  Using the sun image of the HDR image as the main 

reflected hot spot

•  Correctly aligning a single direct light source to the HDR sun
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Whether populating a forest or 
mossing over a tree, LightWave’s 
Instancing feature makes it easy.

Quick Guide 
to Surface 
Instancing 

LightWave Magazine  |  www.lightwave3d.com  |  57

A major new feature of LightWave 11 is Instancing, 
which features intuitive and easy to use tools that 
come in very handy in our studio, especially when 
dealing with scenes that contain a lot of geometry  
or detail.

The forest scene in this tutorial relies heavily on 
Instancing for everything from the leaves on the 
ground to the branches in the canopy and the 
moss on the trees. Instancing was introduced as 
a new feature in Lightwave 11, which we utilize 
in this tutorial, however the Intancing updates 
in LightWave 11.5 offer a dramatic improvement 
in render speed, which is always welcome when 
rendering heavy scenes on a tight deadline.

In this tutorial, we will use LightWave 11 to 
demonstrate how to apply a moss instance 
description to a tree—the process remains the same 
if using LightWave 11.5. Additionally, the steps in 
this tutorial can then be applied to any object that 
needs to “grow” on a surface in your scene—the uses 
for this feature are virtually endless.

Although there are a variety of ways to apply 
instances to a scene, we will be covering the Surface 
method, which is where you tell an instance how to 
grow on an object’s surface.

ben Cooper | insTanCing TuTorial

By Ben Cooper

057Tutorial 
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  step 1.

First, select the tree object 

where the instance description 

will be applied.    

  step 2.

Open the properties window of 

the object by pressing “P.” Next, 

select the “Instancer” tab, click 

“Add Instancer” from the drop 

down list, and select “Instance 

Generator.”

  step 3.

The scene in this tutorial 

contains two objects: a tree 

and the moss. Double click the 

“Instance Generator” to bring up 

the properties. Click the “Add 

Object” drop-down list and 

select the moss object you want 

to grow on the tree.  

  step 4.

By clicking on the Moss 

description in the left list, the 

right list becomes active. The 

first option in the right list is 

Instance “Type.” Choose the 

“Surface” Instance method.  

ben Cooper | insTanCing TuTorial

  step 5.

Next, add the number of instances to flesh 

out the description across the surface of the 

object. Doing this will increase instances 

across the entire surface of the tree.  

  step 7.

The moss description should not cover the 

entire tree, but rather be assigned to certain 

areas of the tree. You will need to add a 

map to the description that tells it where to 

grow on the tree. To do this, click the “T” icon 

next to the Scale percentage, which will 

bring up the window you will use to assign 

the map that will “grow” the instances. 

LightWave shows black as “subtract from” and white as “add to” a weight map. In 

the image above, black indicates where the instances should grow on the tree, 

which is easily fixed by clicking the Invert button. Now select a UV Map for the 

tree from the UV Map drop-down menu and add the image map that you would 

like to use as your weight map.  

You can now add and stack multiple descriptions to flesh out your creation by 

adding more instance generators to the object and assigning them individual 

weight maps.

There are all sorts of possibilities to benefit your project (and pipeline) using 

instancing technology in LightWave. Whether you’re populating a forest or 

decorating a Christmas tree, the possibilities of this timesaving feature are 

endless.

Image credits: Lynton Levengood is the art director and lead texture artist,  

Niki Cilliers created the lush layout, Michelle White assisted with the texturing, 

and Ben Cooper produced the lighting, shading and compositing.

Ben Cooper is the lighting lead and compositor at The Dreamvision Company in 
Capetown, South Africa, which focuses on commercials, feature films and original 

creative works, including several in-house animated short films.
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Creating an iconic 1950s era soda fountain with LightWave 11.5 and Adobe Photoshop.

A Coke and a Smile
By eugenio garCia ViLLarreaL

If you read 3D magazines and frequent online 

galleries, you’ve undoubtedly seen the work 

of 3D Artist Eugenio Garcia Villareal. While 

he’s a relative newcomer to the industry, he’s 

prolific in the creation of environmental 3D 

stills and generously shares his techniques 

and workflow with other LightWave artists 

in the global community. 

In 2005, Garcia Villareal began honing his 

craft through online tutorials and investing 

considerable creative energy in 3D modeling 

as a hobby. He has since parlayed his love  

of 3D environmental stills into a professional 

career that he loves by co-founding an 

agency called d10studio Studio with a 

group of fellow artists, animators, designers 

and programmers. Garcia Villareal was 

recently selected as the March 2013 

LightWave Artist of the Month. The image  

featured in this tutorial is but one of  

his stunning works.

Now Garcia Villareal shares his techniques 

for creating a vintage Coca-Cola soda 

fountain and lunch counter using  LightWave 

11.5 and Adobe Photoshop.

eugenio garCia villareal | arTisTiC deTails
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As a reference for the building model, I found a 1950’s 

store image that was the perfect guide for designing the 

soda fountain building in 3D. 

Modeling the front of the building in LightWave was 

easy—I simply put the reference image in the viewport, 

started with a box, and then add geometry with the 

Bandsaw tool. The Multishift or Bevel tools were used to 

create the holes for the windows, doors and other details 

for the front of the building.

I really wanted to add a lot of detail to the front of the 

building, so I created individual bricks in LightWave 

to cover the façade (Figure 6). These were basically a 

box with bevels.  While this extra detail added a lot of 

geometry to the model, the look in the final image was 

well worth the investment. 

Begin by gathering all your reference materials, which in this 

case, include several images of vintage Coca-Cola items—

from signs and bottles and logos to a photo of a boarded 

up old building that will serve as a reference for modeling 

the actual building.  

When I’m looking for reference materials, I often search Google 

and Flickr for vintage images that speak to the mood of the 

image I’m ultimately trying to create. 

I like to create a sketch of how I want the final image to appear 

before I begin to model the scene.  For the building in this image, 

I created a basic box model in Lightwave 11.5 using tools like  

Bandsaw, Bevel, and Multishift . 

I often share 3D models 

with fellow artists. Some of 

the models in this scene 

like the tree model in the 

final image and the 3D 

Coke bottle model were 

created by my friend Ivan 

Rojo. Sharing these assets 

really saved me a lot of 

time adding details to  

the scene.

Another key addition 

to the building is the 

classic Coca-Cola 

sign.

To create the Coca-Cola cooler, again I used a box model, adding 

details with the Knife and Bandsaw tools. I also added the 

material names and did the UV mapping.  For this, I prefer to  

Unweld the object, do a new morph channel, select the faces and 

use the Rotate tool in mouse mode to have them face the front. 

After the model is arranged I do an UV map EPS export, 

clear the morph, and weld it all together.

The bike in the soda fountain scene was created using 

spline guides and cylinders.  Since the goal of the bike 

design was to replicate a 1950s style, I didn’t have to add a 

lot of detail to achieve the look I wanted.

 6
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To light the image, I selected area lights, choosing yellow and 

orange colors to create the appearance of warm afternoon 

sunlight. 

To achieve this effect, I had to experiment with positioning the 

lights in the scene to avoid creating hard-edged shadows. 

I finally settled near the 

middle between soft-

edged and hard-edged 

shadows.   

Once I was happy with 

the lighting, I proceeded 

with the texturing. I 

was able to find many 

of the textures I need at 

CGtextures.com, including 

pavement, sidewalks, 

bricks, and even a peeling 

white paint texture. 

For the plants and debris in the street, I created a small model 

of each object. Then, on another layer, I sprayed a point cloud 

using the Point airbrush, and leveled all the points in the Y 

axis.  Next, I used the Point Clone tool, tweaking the objects to 

produce a random arrangement.

To create the ground and sidewalk, I started with a subdivided 

box, adding details like the bend for the curb, the drain hole 

for the sewer, and the sidewalk.  I also used Morph Map to 

create the unwrap.

To conduct lighting tests, I arranged all the pieces of the 

scene without textures. For this stage of the design, I like to 

have the models in the scene placed on a good size canvas to 

better understand how the lighting will affect all the objects 

in the scene. 

I used Adobe 

Photoshop to mix the 

textures and add 

stains and distress.

This helped to give 

the image a vintage 

look—not too old but 

not perfect either. 

Perfection can ruin 

realism in 3D scenes.

Some of the scene textures in the final image were created 

using the preset shaders in LightWave—I simply tweaked 

them for the scene. 

In the raw render scene, I used an interpolated final gather 

with one bounce. The  camera size was 3500 x 3560 pixels 

with classic anti-aliasing and a fixed sample pattern. It was 

rendered as a TGA file because I prefer to have the alpha 

channel in my image.

I used Photoshop to do postproduction color correction, 

adjust levels,  and add the sky before rendering out the 

final image.  

Eugenio Garcia Villarreal is a 3D artist from Monterrey Mexico 
specializing in the creation of 3D environments and product 
shots. He is also co-owner of d10studio, a multidisciplinary 
studio in Mexico. Reach him at eugenio@d10studio.com.mx. 

final image
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The goal of this tutorial is to show how you can create 

the 3D elements of an explosion, like the warehouse 

shown here, using the Bullet Dynamics and Camera 

Projection features in LightWave 11.5 3D software. 

Many of the settings for this step-by-step process 

are discussed in this tutorial, but it’s important to 

experiment with a variety of parameters to achieve 

the desired effect in any project. 

PYRo 
TeChnIC 
DeLIghT

By enrique sandoVaL Castro

Using Bullet Dynamics and Camera Projections 

in LightWave 11.5 to create explosive results.
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Once the warehouse model is complete, it’s time to begin modeling 
the destroyed version of the warehouse (Figure 7) that will also 
collide with objects inside the explosion. This is based on the matte 
painting of the destroyed warehouse that uses fragments and pieces 
of the structure to create the visual effect. 

Just like in the general model of the warehouse, the destroyed version 
doesn’t require much detail either—all the detail of the explosion will 
be displayed on the matte painting with all the passes added in the 
final composite.

  step 1.  matte Painting

Start by generating a matte painting of the structure to be 
destroyed. Gather reference photos at a very high resolution 
(Figure 1), and mount the matte painting of the before  
(Figure 2) and after images (Figure 3). This step is crucial 
because it helps define which parts of the warehouse will be 
destroyed and which parts will remain intact. It also it helps 
to focus the simulation efforts on the areas that are affected  
by the explosion.

  step 2.  modeling

With the matte painting finalized, prepare to model the warehouse. 
Collect the information from the physical camera used on set 
and use it to set up the 3D camera in LightWave Layout. For this 
example, I used a 16 mm lens set at approximately 38 meters 
from the warehouse with a height of 1.4 m. With the camera 
ready (Figure 4); begin modeling a simplified warehouse with 
measurements and proportions that are more or less real world. 
Notice that the matte painting already has occlusions, shadows and 
more. There is no need to model anything with great detail—doing 
so would just make the simulation heavier and render times longer 
(Figure 5). It’s very important that once the object is modeled, you 
save it and send it to Layout to make sure the appearance of the 
wireframe model matches the matte painting (Figure 6).

You will also need to model objects that collide in the blast—like 
the floor and other obstacles in the explosion’s path.

With these elements ready to go, next you will need to model 
the objects inside the warehouse like boxes and tires (Figure 8). 
Working with smaller polygon count models for these objects will 
make them easier to destroy in your final simulation. The boxes 
inside the warehouse, for example, are more than just cube models. 
If they were merely cubes, the broken fragments would break 
apart and fly through the air in an unrealistic way. To add more 
believability and realism to the objects in the explosion, the cubes 
(or boxes) should be modeled with objects inside them, so that 
when they collide, they create various shapes of flying debris and 
are destroyed irregularly. When creating this original explosion, 
for example, the client, didn’t want the tires to explode, but rather 
wanted them to roll out of the warehouse from the force of the 
explosion.

The metal shelves in the warehouse, and the items sitting on them 
(Figure 9) are 3D models based on real-world objects. The 3D 
objects and mechanical parts on the shelves, however, are simple 
models that will be used to set up dynamics.

The shelf inside the warehouse is a large metal object and 
somewhat flexible, therefore, we won’t need to fracture it into a lot 
of small pieces in Modeler. Instead, it it is more likely to bend and 
break into larger individual pieces during the explosion. So, using 
the Clone tool, create clones of the parts on each shelf, save, and 
move to Layout for a small simulation.  

Arrange all the objects on the shelves inside the warehouse in a 
natural way, and use Bullet with almost 100% glue to make the 
pieces fall, move and even bend with the shelf during the explosion  
(Figure 9). All the models were saved as trans objects before starting 
on the simulated explosion.

At this stage, it is very important to have your UV maps ready to use 
(Figure 10).

  step 3.  Fracture

Fracturing objects is not difficult, but you should figure out beforehand 
how many objects you want to destroy, set the Explode morph to get 
an approximate result, and manage each object individually. For 
example, I fractured the boxes and box frames inside the warehouse 
using separate cube faces, one after the other, looking for errors. I 
wanted the boxes to explode into uniform pieces but with irregular 
sizes and shapes to look like splinters of wood. I did this by first 
numerically shrinking the pieces in the Y axis by about 20%, then 
numerically scaling it up again on the Y axis by 500%.

Repeat the same process for the outside objects, but with some extra 
steps. First, break down the object into 10 or fewer pieces and repeat 
the process above: fracture the objects by shrinking first, fracturing, 
and then scaling up to recover the original size. Fracturing the big 
objects into smaller ones will give the explosion more control.

Now, with all our objects fractured, we move on to texturing (Figure 11).
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  step 5.  Bullet

Creating an explosion in LightWave using Bullet is very easy—the 
controls are very intuitive and after some experimentation, you can 
achieve good results. For this explosion, I created an irregular sphere 
that would hit from behind as kinematic objects with the other 
objects as static bodies. I started by the first placing the objects and 
parts to explode inside and outside the warehouse—some of the real 
Bullet settings for the project are shown in Figure 15. It takes some 
time to get the correct setting for each object, but in many ways, the 
settings can be more or less the same. Once you find a setting that 
works well, just copy it onto the others and make variations on the 
friction or the glue strength—it will make the process much easier.

The next step is to bake each object so that each time you open the 
scene it does not have to re-calculate the dynamics. You can do this 
with the MD Baker on each dynamic object. Save the MD file of each 
model, use the MD Reader to assign the baked movement again, and 
disable the Bullet Dynamics (Figure 16). 

lighting

The first step is to put a gradient of the sky’s color in the matte 
painting, then put a light from the same direction as the real sun—
experiment until you have a match.

Next, set radiosity (in this case a light without a falloff area) to 120% 
to affect the diffusion and use one point light (for the specularity only) 

Rapid occlusion is done by 
placing a white color on the 
backdrop, turning off all the 
lights, putting a white material 
without any other properties, 
and activating the backdrop 
radiosity at 100% (Figure 20).

You can achieve a better quality 
depth pass by putting a gradient 
based on the distance of the 
camera from white to black 
(Figure 21).

Pass light from the explosion 
with black material and a point 
light from behind (Figure 22).

As in any project, experimentation is crucial to achieve the desired 
result. The goal of this tutorial was to help explain how to prep your 
3D for compositing—it is a critical part of the process. It’s always good 
to remember that not all of the lighting, occlusion or integration for a 
composite shot has to be done in LightWave. Customized passes can 
be used to give you an advantage over other 3D artists and LightWave 
is a great way to quickly create them. In the end, creating a believable 
3D composited scene requires a successful mix of 3D elements, good 
timing and excellent quality.

Enrique Sandoval Castro is a LightWave 3D artist based in Mexico 
City, Mexico who travels the world to create 3D CG and VFX for  
various studios and film projects. You can reach him at enrique.sandoval.
castro@gmail.com.

  step 4.  Texture

By now, we have the UVs for everything except the outside, so we 
need to take the object with all its layers and generate an atlas UV 
map for each. There is no need to worry about the placement of the 
pieces since LightWave will texture it for us.

Some of the boxes will be textured in Adobe Photoshop using 
found images from the Internet; other objects will be textured 
mostly with procedural layers (Figure 12). 

For the warehouse, we will create a clone of the first camera but 
instead of using the perspective camera we will use a surface-
baking camera. Go to the Surface Editor,  disable all the parameters, 
set the diffusion to zero, luminosity to 100%, and set the projection 
on the color tab to front projection. With the warehouse matte 
painting on the image, choose the cloned camera (the one with the 
Surface Baking mode). For each surface we will do a different bake. 
Set the name of the mesh and the correct UV map to the settings 
and hit F9 to render—you will get a UV map with the texture on the 

correct place on every 
single piece of the UV. 
After that, you will use 
the respective map  
as a UV projection  
(Figure 13).

For the boxes, an example of the textures, colors and normal maps 
used are shown (Figure 14), along with the color pass, which was 
also used as specular and gloss.

with animated montecarlo radiosity set at 100% and 2 bounces 
and the multiplier set at 20% to make the render faster. After 
doing the radiosity cache you can start doing the final render. It’s 
important when rendering to render with the final background as 
a background image to avoid pre-multiplication problems in the 
compositing stage. Don’t forget to place the objects that affect 
the scene (like inside the warehouse) even if you don’t see then. 
In this case, we rendered the boxes and all the items inside the 
warehouse, but we still have the warehouse, ground, and so on, as 
unseen by the camera, that helps the occlusion and radiosity give 
an accurate result (Figure 17).  

Compositing

The big advantage of LightWave over many other 3D software 
programs is how easy  it is to customize compositing passes for 
effects such as light from behind for an explosion. Put a black 
material throughout the scene with the diffusion property set to no 
more than 100% and place a point light behind it—you don’t need 
to put it on the 3D scene, it’s better to evaluate what needs to be 
done in 3D and what would be better to controlled in compositing. 
So, we’ll get an alpha to manipulate in Nuke compositing software. 
It’s very easy to create black and white passes using both lights and 
incidence-based gradients of lights or objects to suit every need, 
and  the compositing buffer export gives you great flexibility.

Some of the passes used to composite the scene include:

Shadows on the floor (Figure 18) were created with a huge area-
light setup that is pointing to the floor.

Customized IDs were made with a matte object from the object 
properties tab (Figure 19). 
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Using the feature in the LightWave 11.5 Node Editor to nodally texture edges

Cel-shading 
LIKe A PRo

By Cody BurKe

In this tutorial we will create a flock 

of instanced paper airplanes using 

the Node Editor in LightWave (to 

create a cel-shaded look) and the new 

feature in LightWave 11.5 that allows 

you to nodally texture edges using  

the Node Editor. 

Before LightWave 11.5, you had to use 

check boxes to either turn edges on 

or off in the Node Editor, which meant 

all the edges would be the same color, 

opacity and thickness. In LightWave 

11.5, you now have greater control over 

these results with the ability to nodally 

texture edges for different colors, 

opacities, and thicknesses. 

Grab the LightWave content files for this 

tutorial at http://static.lightwave3d.com/
downloads/content/magazines/lightwave/
vol2/paper_plane.zip.

 Cody burKe | Cel-shading liKe a pro

seTTing uP The FlOCk
Start by opening the Flocking Master panel in LightWave under 

“Windows > Flocking” and add a new Generator, which is where 

the instances for our paper airplanes will be generated. Change 

the Generator Shape to a Sphere and adjust a few of the basic 

settings. Set the end frame under the Generator tab to “45” (this 

is where the particles will stop being released from the sphere); 

set the Count to 1,750, and change the size to 2m on all axes. 

Switch to the Agents tab and set the “Range” to 700mm to 

slightly break up the flock. And, since we’re not using any cohe-

sion you can set the Cohesion Range to 0m and set the “Max 

Speed m/s” to 10.

Now we need to create the path where the Flock of planes will 

travel. In the Flock Master window add a new Director-Path. 

 Cody burKe | Cel-shading liKe a proTutorial 
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surFaCing  The 
PaPer airPlanes
Hit CTRL+F5 to open up the Surface Editor, select the “Default” 

surface for the Paper Airplane, make sure the check-box next to 

“Edit Nodes” is ticked, and open. The first thing we want to do 

to create the cel-shaded appearance is to set up shadows. In 

the nodes list add a “Lambert” and a “Gradient” (you can easily 

find  nodes by typing the name in the navigation search area). 

Set the color for Lambert to pure white which will give us 100% 

light. For the Gradient, add a key at the position of 0.4, set the 

color to pure white, and the smoothing to “Step.” Connect the 

color of the Lambert to the input of the Gradient, and change 

the Gradient color to the “Diffuse Shading” of the main surface. 

Hit CTRL+F5 and check “Gradient Background” to make the scene 

more vibrant. If you do a test render now you will see the same 

black and white shading, so now let’s add some color random-

ness on top. 

Disconnect the shadow gradient from the main Surface and add 

3 nodes: Instance Info, Gradient, and Mixer. On Instance Info, con-

nect the “Fixed Random” to the “Input” of the Gradient you just 

added. The Fixed Random equals 0 to 1 meaning you can have 

as many color keys as you want on the gradient it’s connected 

to and still stay within an end of 1. Each instance has its own 

fixed randomness. 

Now open up the Gradient, add 6 keys with different colors on 

each key, and set each one to a smoothing of “Step.” Connect 

the color output of the Color Gradient to 

the “BG Color” of the Mixer and the color 

output of the Shadow Gradient to the 

“FG Color” of the Mixer. Now connect the 

color output of the Mixer to the “Diffuse 

Shading” of the main surface. 

Before doing a test render open up the 

Mixer, set the blending mode to “Multiply” 

and the Opacity to 40%. See how mine 

looks in the image (left).

We can even add a texture to select 

instances of the planes by exposing the 

output of one of the keys controlling the 

color of the Gradient. To do this, open up 

the Gradient, select any key, and tick “Show Output.” You should 

now see 3 different controls on the Gradient for that particular 

key. Now add a “Checkerboard2D” node, and connect its color to 

the newly exposed color input for the key on the Gradient. In the 

Checkerboard2D node, change the BG and FG Color to anything 

you want and set the “V Tiles” to 10. We’re going to use a UV 

Map to control this texture, so set the “Mapping” to UV Map, and 

choose “Texture” as the map. Now if you render, you can see that 

only some of the planes have the checkerboard texture on them.

Now we want the underside of the plane to be slightly faded 

when compared to the color on top (similar to wrapping paper 

where the colors are brighter on the top). To achieve this effect 

we’ll have to add three different nodes: Spot Info, Logic, and 

Color Tool. 

The Spot Info might look a bit intimidating at first, but the only 

output we’ll be focusing on for this project is “Polygon Side.” 

Copy and paste the Logic node so we now have two, and connect 

the “Polygon Side” output to both of the “A” inputs on each Logic 

node. The only thing we are going to do inside of each Logic 

node is change the “If False” value. For the Logic node controlling 

the Opacity of the Checkerboard set “If False” to 0.5, and for the 

Logic node controlling the Saturation change “If False” to 0.75. 

We could use only one Logic node, but by using two nodes we 

are able to independently control the opacity and saturation. 

Also by using the Polygon Side output of the Spot Info node we 

are essentially choosing the side with polygons normal, or the 

opposite side. The Logic node is going to determine if that’s true, 

or false. If it’s true (the normal side) it will then return 1, which 

equals pure white. If it’s false (the opposite side) it will return 0, 

which equals pure black. 

If, for instance, we make “If False” 0.5 on one of the Logic nodes, 

we’re saying we don’t want that polygon side to be pure black, 

but faded 50% of the side with 100% color. Once that is set up 

connect the “Out” of one of the Logic nodes into the “Opacity” of 

the “Checkerboard2D” texture and the other “Out” of the Logic 

node into the “Saturation” of the Color Tool node we just added. 

Place the Color Tool node towards the beginning of the node 

flow, closest to the main surface (just for organizational pur-

poses). Disconnect the Mixer Node’s color output from the main 

surface’s “Diffuse Shading” and connect it to the Color Input of 

the Color Tool node. Finally, connect the Color output from the 

Color Tool node to the “Diffuse Shading” on the main Surface. 

By using the Color Tool node you can adjust the brightness and 

contrast if necessary.

edge rendering in 
lighTWave 11.5
New in LightWave 11.5 is the ability to nodally texture edges. 

This means that you can now control more than one color, apply 

different opacities, and add different edge thicknesses. For this 

tutorial, we’ll give each instance a different edge color. 

In the main surfacing node editor copy the Instance Info node 

and the color Gradient it is connected to. Then, select your 

airplane object, hit “P” to open up the object properties, and 

Set the end frame on the main timeline to 180, and begin to 

animate the Director-Path away from the main Generator. For 

example, I set 2 keyframes: one at frame 50 and the other at 

frame 100. Back in the Flock Master window set the “Steps” of 

the path to 35. If you hit “Calculate All Motions” you should see 

the particles travel along the path you just created. Currently 

the particles are too uniform, but we can break them up slightly 

by adding a “Director-Deflect” and placing it in the center of the 

path. Next, set the “Range” to 3, the “Deflect Core” to 2, and the 

“Strength” to 5 and hit “Calculate All Motions” again.

aTTaChing 
insTanCes TO The 
FlOCk
Load in your airplane model. Select the Sphere Generator which 

emits the particles, open up Object Properties, and under the, 

Instancer tab add an Instance Generator. Open up the panel, add 

the airplane object, and under the Generation tab set the “Type” 

to Particles. 

Now let’s add variance to our instances; you can do this by using 

the Scale, Stretch, Offset, Rotation, and Nodes tab at the bottom 

of the Instancing Panel in LightWave 11.5. I set the mode for 

scale to Random and used a Min setting of 75% and a Max set-

ting of 200%. For Rotation, set the mode to random, and use a 

Min P value of -15 degrees to a Max P value of +15 degrees, and 

a Min B value of -30 degrees and a Max B value of +30 degrees. 

You should see that all of the particles have an airplane object 

attached to them. Move the camera to the end of the path for a 

better view as they fly by.
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navigate to the “Edges” tab. Tick the “Edit 

Nodes” check-box to open it and select 

CTRL+V to paste in the two nodes we pre-

viously copied from the main surface node 

editor. 

The first thing we want to do is open 

up the Gradient node and change the 

color of the Key that we exposed for the 

“Checkerboard2D” to whatever color you 

chose for your texture. In my case, I exposed 

Key (4) which was yellow, but I ended up 

making the checkerboard orange, so I will 

change Key (4) to orange instead of yel-

low. You could just copy the Checkerboard 

texture as well (because we do have the 

ability to texture edges independently) and 

bring that into the node editor for edges. 

However, since each ink line in hand-drawn 

animation is usually one color, we’ll skip 

that step. 

Now, add a “Color Tool” node and connect 

the output color of the Gradient to the 

input color on the “Color Tool.” Take the 

output color of the “Color Tool” to the inputs 

of Silhouette Edges Color, Unshared Edges 

Color, and Sharp Creases Color on the main 

Edge node. Finally, close the Edges node 

editor and tick Silhouette Edges, Unshared 

Edges, and Sharp Creases under the Edges 

tab in the object properties. 

Render and see your results!

Cody Burke is the Lead LightWave Demo Artist 
and Editor for the LightWave 3D Group. He 
regularly shares his LightWave knowledge 
with other artists in a variety of ways, includ-
ing the creation of regularly featured tutori-
als for LightWave3D.com and YouTube.com/
OfficialLightWave3D channel.
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Creativity—it’s an 

essential lifeline for 

artists and designers. For 

me, creative inspiration 

comes in many shapes 

and forms, which in turn 

allows me to create art that speaks to others in a profound 

way.  For many artists working in the 3D CGI industry, 

creative expression is a necessary force in their day-to-day 

lives.  And, while creative expression is often very personal, 

it can illuminate who we are as individuals.  One example 

that comes to mind is the famous French film critic 

François Truffaut who advocated the “Auteur Theory” in the 

French New Wave movement. In this movement, an auteur 

(or author) describes  an individual with an extremely 

powerful and personal creative vision—a vision so distinct 

that it often results in a filmic work of art that is shaped 

almost entirely by one author.

I’m happy to say the Auter Theory is alive and well today 

in works like Voices of a Distant Star, written, directed, and 

produced by Makoto Shinkai, the animated short film The 

Passenger by Chris Jones, or the very poetic animated short 

Abiogenesis, by Richard Mans.The common thread between 

these auters? LightWave 3D.  

These talented artists find LightWave to be the very 

tool they need to create masterpieces that express 

their personal vision for the entire world to enjoy.  It’s 

amazing to me that Richard Mans actually began creating 

Abiogenesis with a different software package (one that 

he already knew). However, once the film was underway, 

he quickly realized LightWave had the tools and flexibility 

he needed to actually bring his Abiogenesis vision to life. 

The LightWave learning curve was short and the other 

software was but a distant memory.

Now, a new auter has entered the scene—Sahin Michael 

Derun.  He chose LightWave to completely dominate the 

entire production pipeline for the first all CG-animated 

stereoscopic film to be produced in Turkey– Uzay Kuvvetleri 

2911 (UK-2911). Derun has been a LightWave artist for 

many years and says: “There’s no other 3D animation 

package that could’ve handled this. No way.” Turn to page 

26 to read  more about this exciting new feature film that 

is set to premiere worldwide September 2013.  

It’s moving to watch these brilliant personal projects like 

the ones mentioned above and know that LightWave 

was essential to their success. I often think of the many 

talented 3D CGI artists around the world who are working 

in studios or pipelines that rely on so many people to 

achieve a quality rendered image or final animation.  It’s 

easy to become dependent on custom tools and teams of 

artists to create imagery.  But, when those artists leave 

a studio or project, the tools and resources necessary to 

fully realize their fantastic ideas don’t travel with them—

their creative outlet for 3D CGI expression is essentially 

shut down until the next gig.  But it doesn’t have to be  

that way…

LightWave empowers artists (and I count myself in this 

category) with the flexibility to wake up at 3 am and work 

on an amazing idea or spend a Saturday bringing ideas to 

life, using the exact same tools we rely on in the studio 

pipeline. LightWave artists never have to feel stifled –we 

can use the powerful features and tools to share our 

creative vision with the world whenever inspiration strikes. 

We don’t have to ask for permission, we don’t have to ask 

for favors from other artists, and we don’t have to rely on 

anyone else to bring our stories and ideas to life. Because, 

you see, LightWave allows every artist to be a true auter. 

It includes all the tools artists need to make their dreams 

and ideas spring to life. Creative freedom is our choice and 

LightWave is the perfect muse.  
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True auteurs of Creative Freedom
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